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SECTION 1: 
NORWEGIAN ON A MISSION

Norwegian Air Shuttle is the parent company 
of the Norwegian group, which was named 
Europe’s best low-cost airline multiple years 
in a row. It offers flights on more than 500 
routes to over 150 destinations worldwide. 

Ole Henrik Hasle was previously working 
at the Dentsu Aegis agency, Vizeum, that  
managed Norwegian’s performance 
campaigns globally. Norwegian’s master 
data feed was being used to create display 
retargeting campaigns. The feed helped 
personalize the offer based on which route 
a user was interested in buying when they 
entered the site. However, the feed itself 
was riddled with problems including pricing 
and names.

ABOUT NORWEGIAN

Each route, including to and from and 
‘direct’ or ‘connecting’ flight, is an individual 
item in Norwegian’s master data feed. The 
data feed is therefore incredibly big but 
also complex. It contains “an inventory of 
stocks”, routes, and prices that vary according 
to each airport they fly from. 

Furthermore, it changes rapidly depending 
on where the flight departs and how often. 
“I didn’t want to just promote the lowest 
price; we want to promote all our prices and 
have that dynamic,” Ole stressed. Luckily, 
the Norwegian team’s affinity with data 
feeds is advanced, however, it still needed 
a tool for modifying the format of feeds.
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SECTION 1: 
NORWEGIAN ON A MISSION

“We had many different kinds of problems,” 
Ole reflected. “The prices were not always 
updated frequently enough, and the same 
route would appear multiple times but with 
different prices or the names were misleading 
or incorrect due to mistranslations. 

So, I started looking for a tool where we 
would create rules and fix all the problems. 
Using my Dentsu network globally, I went 
looking into several different tools and 
I found Channable. I thought that this 
tool was exactly what we needed for our 
purpose. Today, we are using it for a lot 
more than just creating rules.”

The team mostly uses Channable to create 
custom CSVs, a feed offered in Channable 
where you can specify what data you want 
to include. Their knowledge of how feeds 
work gave them more flexibility with knowing 
what information they wanted in the CSV.

THE COOPERATION WITH CHANNABLE

‘‘

’’

I HAD MANY 
MORE PLANS 
FOR WHAT I 

WANTED TO DO 
WITH A FEED 
AND NEEDED 
A SCALABLE 

AND FLEXIBLE 
SOLUTION.



SECTION 2: 
BEST PRACTICES

Channable is Norwegian’s bridge between 
their master feed and their feed-based PPC
campaign creation systems. They restructure 
the data and apply rules to ensure that the 
information is of good quality and the way 
they want it in order to be the most efficient 
in their PPC.

When Ole and the team first began with 
using a feed for PPC, they’d use Channable 
to rewrite the values in the master feed, 
without IT input, to match them to the 
searches that users actually perform. 

For example, the feed was restructured 
to include all the common search term 
combinations (search parities), like city-
city, airport-city, airport-airport, country-
country. Norwegian’s ads are then able to 
appear in the search result of whatever 
people have been searching for.

PPC

‘‘

’’

BY INCLUDING ALL ROUTES AND COMBINING A NUMBER OF 
SEARCH PARTIES, WE WENT FROM 18,000 MANUALLY PRODUCED 

KEYWORDS TO 200,000 KEYWORDS FOR ONE MARKET. 

THIS PROVIDES US WITH A LOT MORE DATA TO OPTIMIZE, TO 
IMPROVE OUR PERFORMANCE WITH THE MARKETING BUDGET.



SECTION 2: 
BEST PRACTICES

For retargeting, Norwegian made a rule in 
Channable to generate a long stamp in the 
URL for ads for consumers who searched 
but didn’t buy. Ole disclosed, “We started 
with dynamic retargeting campaigns. We im-
proved our sales by showing personalized mes-
sages of the specific route people searched 
but did not buy. 

With Channable we further improved the 
quality of what we offered. However, I also 
wanted to show our long tail of flights and 
personalize offers through prospecting. We 
rolled Channable out for prospecting with 
display and later social media. 

For prospecting, we combine the feed’s 
content with additional data for several 
purposes. Firstly, to show the routes and 
destinations people intend to fly to based 
on searches or similar. Secondly, to select 
the routes we want or need to promote. 
Lastly, to show destination categories based 
on what people are interested in.”

DISPLAY/SOCIAL MEDIA 
RETARGETING & PROSPECTING

WITH A FEED
 DISTRIBUTING INVENTORY 

TO DYNAMIC ADS, 
WE’VE SEEN A VAST 

IMPROVEMENT IN ROAS. 

IN CERTAIN CHANNELS, 
WE’VE REDUCED OUR 

SPEND BY 20% 
WHILST INCREASING 

OUR ROAS BY 70% 
AND DOUBLING SALES 

QUARTER ON QUARTER.

‘‘

’’



SECTION 2: 
BEST PRACTICES

AUTOMATION

Norwegian combines the Channable feeds, containing route and price information, with 
ad copy and images from a tool that produces dynamic and responsive assets. In addition 
to inevitably saving production costs, it helps in “automatically managing geotargeting 
based on the inventory of each departure airport, region point of interest, etc.”

“We use Channable to group routes, based on promotion purpose or price point, 
for tailored communication to individuals or to operate on different KPI levels. For 
instance, we make rules to distinguish between short-haul and long haul promotions, 
or to create categories like ‘big city destinations’, ‘ski and snow destinations’; so that 
we can work a bit higher in the funnel based on what people are interested in.

We have the category the people are interested in, and we have images for all the 
destinations and categories of interest. We then bring them together in a banner. 
We send the Channable feed to the Doubleclick studio where a dynamic banner 
production tool provides another feed with assets.

We tie it all together and then the banner 
goes out. Based on what people are 
interested in, we can show the image 
of the destination they are looking for. 
Audiences who are interested in skiing 
will see a banner for flights for ski or 
snow destinations, and so on.”

EVERYTHING IS AUTOMATIZED, AND EVERYTHING IS FEED 
BASED. IT SAVES US A LOT OF PRODUCTION COSTS, AND IT’S 
EASIER TO HANDLE LONG TERM. BECAUSE THE CHANGES IN 

THE ROUTES ETC. ARE NOW AUTOMATIC.

‘‘

’’
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BEST PRACTICES

RESULTS

The ability to personalize communication is vital for Norwegian. Personalization helps to 
improve relevancy to the consumer and ultimately improve Norwegian’s sales. “Channable 
allows us to show the whole long tail of products in our ads, thus also increase the 
relevancy of our ads when tailored with data,” beamed Ole.
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SECTION 3: 
LOOKING FORWARD

For the near future, Norwegian has incremental goals with Channable to further minimize 
costs to reallocate the marketing budget. “The next step now is to automate availability as 
well. With the feed and rules we create, we can automate promoting the routes we want 
to promote and stop spending money on routes that fill themselves,” adds Ole.
 
Ole and the Norwegian’s team experience and use of Channable is an inspirational 
example of the possibilities feed marketing has to offer. Whilst Ole modestly claimed that 
what Norwegian was doing wasn’t rare, “the set-up we have together with the production 
tool is quite unique. It’s a pretty powerful set-up.”
 
Building an automation process inevitably takes time but as Ole said, “there are many 
things you can do with feeds. It’s not just about showing your inventory on the long tail 
of all the products. I think it’s fun. It’s about being relevant and trying to personalize the 
communications. EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE.”

For Norwegian, there is still ample opportunity to restructure the feed and add more 
information for continuous improvement.

THE CHALLENGE WITH THE FEED IS ALWAYS ALL THE COLUMNS 
AND THE STRUCTURE. WE HAVE SO MUCH INFORMATION WE 

COULD USE FOR DIFFERENT SCENARIOS FOR 
PERSONALIZATION. 

WE HAVE TO HAVE A FLEXIBLE TOOL WHERE WE CAN BUILD 
ALL THOSE COLUMNS AND RULES, AND WE CAN DO THAT 

WITH CHANNABLE.
 

‘‘

’’



CONTACT
If you’re feeling inspired by Norwegian’s example of how 
they’re using Channable, get in touch. 

Our team will be more than happy to show you around the
tool and discuss your business goals.

SUPPORT@CHANNABLE.COM

+31 (0)30 260 08 21

+3000 COMPANIES TRUST US.

+1500 EXPORT CHANNELS TO 
CHOOSE FROM. 

1 POWERFUL ALL-IN-ONE 
MARKETING TOOL.


